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Abstract
Most of the software projects are not successful because of their wrong cost estimation. To palliate the
wrong estimation, the accurate and effective estimation in all the software development process is
required. Estimation has significant role in software development as it estimates its cost and the effort
required thus resulting in overall success of software development. So far many effort estimation models
have been developed for software projects, most among them produced accurate result, but did not
provide flexibility during decision making of software development process. Choose the right method and
right practices and applying them adequately in effort estimation of the software predicts the success of
software development. The main objective of this paper is to estimate effort in healthcare while using the
scrum in agile machine learning. The rising cost of Health care is one of the concerns for poor people
around the world. Agile system in health care can provide an efficient framework for streamlining and
improving governance. To Estimate the cost of healthcare the model is developed using machine learning
algorithms. Story point as a unit of measure is used to assess the efforts involved in an issue. The
generated model was tested using Precision, AUC, Recall, and Accuracy. The results of the estimate were
then compared to story point estimation. The purpose of this paper is to estimate the size and effort in
agile development from story points, which are user stories, are calculated using user learning
techniques to improve the efficiency and accuracy of healthcare in various ways.
Keywords- Software Effort Estimation, Story Point, Agile Methodology, Scrum, Machine learning
algorithm, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forests, Decision tree, thyroid, chronic disease

1. Introduction
In recent years, healthcare analysis is in great demand in the most promising research areas. In this
globalization era, the healthcare organization is having difficulty in responding [22]. For the dynamic,
uncertain demand and constantly changing environment of the customer and this difficulty should be
reduced because the need for health services. According to the Medicines report, 80 percent of health care
projects fail without estimation, a third is never established and most projects are usually out of the
budget. [5] Handling this raw data manually is very difficult. For the analysis of data, machine learning
has emerged as an important tool and calculates effort estimation. [12] Poor management is the main
reason for failure of software projects. Inaccurate estimation, constant change of requirements,
incomplete requirements, Lack of communication between developers, unable to identify risk early stages
of development, adoption of relevant process models, etc. Accurate estimation is critical to software
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success of development projects. Agile methodology allows the software products to be delivered in a
very short time. [17] So that software development efforts like program, budget and others can be
estimated at an early stage software development life cycle and this can be possible from agile
methodology.

2. Literature Survey


Velayutham et al (2020) paper describes thyroid dysfunction on south Indian population among
young females. It study on seven colleges and conduct screening test based on TSH value to
diagnose thyroid in female students. The paper concluded that one out of eight female students has
abnormal TSH.



Gultekin et al (2020) objective of this paper is calculating effort on each issue, and then the total
effort is calculated using Scrum methodology. It demonstrate that error rate of story point is better
than other estimation model. It works on five different datasets and compares the error rate among
these datasets. The conclusion of this paper is other story point model can be used to provide high
result.



Singh KC et al (2020) paper discusses past research, present research in healthcare and describes
future opportunities. It discuss medical areas where tools and operation to improve healthcare
delivery. It describes the area of operation of health services is still New-born, with the immense
challenges of aging population and rising health costs.



Zhang et al (2020) survey paper describes testing of machine learning with fairness, correctness and
robustness. This survey paper presents the testing properties of machine learning and summarizes
with datasets and open source testing tools or framework work. This paper helps software engineers
and machine learning researchers.



Jackson, Yaqub and Li et al (2019) proposed that the continuous delivery of applied machine
learning models in healthcare is frequently vulnerable to the deployments of isolated product with
poorly developed architectures. For instance in healthcare trained the actuarial model which are used
to implement the models in real world and distinguish from client facing software. Some systems
prove difficult to maintain, to standardize on population, and to include latest design features and
capabilities. Using an agile methodology System is ready for estimation the cost of healthcare and
describes the role of product team in an existing research. In healthcare models of machine learning
are universally implemented for the challenges and give accurate recommendations on actively
address these issues [21].



The goal of Sindhwani et al (2019) exploratory paper is to focus on the present status of
implementation of the agile system in health care. The focus on this paper is to explore the definition
of agile in healthcare, discuss barriers, implementation and characteristic. The system of healthcare
was implemented to review the research of literature and to develop a technique to implement it. In
the agile system which is flexible in nature and enables quickly respond according to customer
demand and market variations on optimizing costs and quality by accepting upgraded processes,
trainings and tools. In healthcare the agile system is used to create an efficient framework to
establish and improvement of process. It can only be accomplished if a method of system is
compulsory with work in proper way. The steps of common implementation steps propose agile
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training, start pilot projects and improvement using heterogeneous teams. The barrier in knowledge
is lack of advisors and instructors and they can supply by sharing their knowledge and experience
with the help of an example of agile in healthcare from the example of real life applications.

3. Goal and Research Questions
This research questions were raised in healthcare to estimate the software using agile effort estimation
using machine learning.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Why do Healthcare Projects generally fail?
What are the input features that can be used for cost estimation can be of software project?
For Agile estimation which machine learning technique can be used
What are the overall estimation accuracy of ML algorithms?
What are the supervised learning methods that can be used for cost estimation?
What are the performance measures and evaluation results for cost estimation?

4. Proposed Approach
The proposed approach is based on chronic disease data set and thyroid disease data set. The data set are
taken from UCI machine learning repository and Kaggle. These data set are used to evaluate the
percentage of disease on yearly basis. In this paper, Story Points are taken as inputs and effort calculation
will be done using scrum and result will be compared using machine learning technique. [8]
4.1. Story Point
The story point method is used to estimate the effort estimate. This method is the most well-known effort
estimation technique that can be applies to all agile methods. [15] Typically, story points follow
Fibonacci as a sequence. [13]

Story point estimation ranges from 1 to 5 where 5 represent extremely large story points and 1 represents
extremely small story points. In user stories, users break the big story into smaller parts. [14] When story
points are predicted for each user story for all teams there will be some different weight and opinions for
their user stories.[13] A user story, which is brief, provides a means to communicate very effectively
between the client and the user and to convey it to the designated client.[14]. The general format of user
stories is
As a <user or role>, I want <work action> so that <output will come>
This user story format includes who, what and why, who represents the user or role, what tasks represent
the action and why the output is represented. [20]
Example of user story: As a researcher, I want to predict thyroid disease so that solutions come up
The point of the story also represents the size of the T-shirt, and the t-shirt size classification for user
stories: Extra Small (XS), Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L) and Extra Large (XL).
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The work with extra-large representation is complex and requires more time than other stories and the
extra small representation work is simple.

Figure 1 Estimate using T-shirt sizes
4.2. Scrum
In projects developed with Scrum, the software cost estimation differs from traditional software effort
estimation model [21] [15]. Story point values are used to determine the cost of software developed with
the scrum method. Some machine learning algorithms such as Linear Regression, Logistic Regression,
Decision Tree, and K-Near Neighbors are used to find story point values in software developed with
Scrum [3]. The following steps are used to calculate the effort estimation of a software project. [12][14]

Figure 2 Calculate Effort Estimate steps

4. Implementation
4.1 Using Story point
Estimating effort in healthcare using machine learning algorithm and computation using story point. This
table shows the five values, which are assigned to different types of user stories according to their size.
Table 1 Calculate story point
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Scale

Scaling Point Description

5

When story size has extreme large

4

When story size has large

3

When story size has moderately large

2

When story size has rough idea

1

When story size has very small

Complexity introduces uncertainty from estimation - greater complexity means uncertainty. Like the story
size table, these rules are not fixed. These can only be adjusted by the team, however we have classified
them to accommodate all the features of the agile software development method. [4]
Table 2 Complex Story point
Scale

Complexity Scaling Point Description

5

When story size has extreme large

4

When story size has large

3

When story size has moderately large

2

When story size has rough idea

1

When story size has tiny

The effort of a particular user story is determined using these two vectors, using the following simple
formula:
Estimation Story=Complexity * size
4.2 Using Machine Learning Algorithm
Machine learning provides powerful tools to solve and find problems in data. Machine learning can be
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used to early the diagnose. Chronic diseases in patents using clinical trial data [19].Healthcare data are
randomly divided into training data and test data to implement in machine learning. To train data using
machine learning algorithms. And predict its software cost estimation we build three algorithms such as
decision tree, Naive Bayes, K-NN to learn the model. The test data is used to test the model.

Figure 3 Train and test data by machine learning algorithms
Case Study
Study 1-Identify Chronic Diseases
This research paper has analyzed chronic diseases like diabetes, cancer, thyroid, lung disease, and
cholesterol, high BP. Men are healthier than women according to India Fit Report. [11]
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Figure 4 Chronic disease
According to the report, there has been an increase in chronic diseases among persons under 45 years of
age. Let us take a look at chronic diseases affecting thyroid, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure,
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cholesterol in India. Both diabetes and thyroid patient are increased in India. [11] Diabetes related cases
have increased from 7.1% last year to 12% this year. During this period, thyroid cases have increased
from 6.8 per cent to 10.7 per cent.

Figure 5 Raise of diabetes in past three years

Figure 6 Raise of thyroid in past three years
Study 2- Thyroid Disease
Thyroid disease is detected based on TSH value. If the value of TSH is low, there is an indication of
hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism. [10] If the TSH value is normal, there is an indication of
hypothyroxinemia. [18] If the value of TSH is high then there is an indication of hypothyroidism disease.
The implementation of thyroid disease in the Python programming language uses a sample data set.
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Figure 7 Thyroid disease

Thyroid disease is represented in this chart by age and gender. Percentage of these disease are more in
women but men members are increasing regularly.
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Figure 8 Thyroid case

5. Results
Prediction of type of health related disease using machine learning in Python. To develop software
included in the sample dataset. Results are based on the training set and test set we used in the proposed
approach. The data was then preprocessed, searched iteratively to complete it minimum requirements to
meet defined objectives. Three machine learning techniques to work on the selected processed data:
Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes. Selection was based on certainty of the thyroid sample
data explored that matched machine learning techniques that can serve these purposes and consistent with
the nature of the sample data. [16] Performance measurement using machine learning technology based
on thyroid sample dataset Performance of each model using four selected performance measures: AUC,
CA, Precision, Recall, error, F1-score and accuracy in table 3
Table 3 Final Result
Method

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

MSE

AUC

F1 Score

Logistic
Regression

.92

.99

.93

.076

.84

.43
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Naïve Bayes

.71

.72

.95

.29

.57

.30

Decision
Tree

.94

.95

.98

.061

.80

.71

Random
Forest

.71

.97

.93

.090

.73

.39

Conclusion
All applied machine learning techniques were performed using evaluation Five-fold cross-validation.
Machine learning techniques such as Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Decision Tree, and Logistic
Regression are compared in Table 3. Decision Tree outperformed from Naïve Bayes, Random forest,
logistic regression in all the other scores. It scored 94% in accuracy, 80% in AUC, 98% in Precision, 95%
in Recall, and 71% in F1 Score. On the other hand, Logistic Regression outperformed the other three
Recall, MSE and AUC measures. It scored 99%, 76%, 84% measures respectively. Despite the fact that
Random Forests outperformed from other three Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Naïve Bayes in
its Recall and MSE.
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